Richmond blends traditional and modern,
elegant and informal
Terrace

Veranda

By Associated Designs
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the kitchen, is close to everything.
closet, a private bathroom with two
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Everyday activities take place lavs and an enclosed toilet and
in the large, open family room/ shower. Glass blocks form the
kitchen. The cooking island is set shower stall and brighten the bathing
at a diagonal to create a uniquely alcove.
shaped triangular kitchen. Having
Each of the Richmond’s secondthe vegetable sink right across ary bedrooms has direct access to a
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from the range offers increased ef- dual-compartment bathroom. The
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ficiency in food preparation.
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The eating bar adds still more could be outfitted with French doors
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door in the nook leads to a veranda other designs, visit www.Associated
that opens onto a terrace.
Designs.com or call 800-634-0123.
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